Optical suppression of energy barriers in single molecule-metal binding
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Transients between molecules and metal surfaces underpin catalysis, bio/molecular sensing, molecular electronics, and electrochemistry. Techniques aiming to characterize these bonds often yield conflicting conclusions, while single-molecule probes are scarce. A promising prospect confines light inside metal nanogaps to elicit in nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM) plasmonic gaps (Fig. 1A) but were unable to shed light on the mechanisms for how they are formed. Here, we show through analysis of more than a million spectra that light irradiation of only a few microwatts on molecules at gold facets is sufficient to overcome the metallic bonds between individual gold atoms and pull them out to form coordination complexes. Depending on the molecule, these light-extracted adatoms persist for minutes under ambient conditions. Tracking their power-dependent formation and decay suggests that tightly trapped light transiently reduces energy barriers at the metal surface. This opens intriguing prospects for photocatalysis and controllable low-energy quantum devices such as single-atom optical switches.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding the interactions between molecules and metal surfaces is of widespread importance in both fundamental science and evolving technologies, with prominent examples spanning electrochemistry (1), catalysis (2), organic solar cells (3), biosensing (4), and medical imaging/targeting (5). In particular, there has been tremendous interest in using molecule-metal transient bonds for the development of molecular electronics (6–8) and spintronics (9–11) to enable ultrahigh-density information devices for low-energy and compact upscaled data storage.

To study molecule-metal surface interactions, spectroscopic techniques such as Raman or infrared absorption have great utility since they work in ambient conditions, are nondestructive, and can track dynamics, resolve transient species, and work in electrochemical environments (12). To avoid problematic averaging over many different sites and conformations, the confinement of optical fields to atomic scales has enabled vibrational spectroscopy of single molecules at the metal interface. Plasmonic field localization to picometer length scales on metals (termed picocavities) depends on individual metal adatoms, as described by recent theories (13–15). Tip-enhanced (16–18) and surface-enhanced (19–22) Raman spectroscopies (TERS and SERS) now reach thispicocavity regime.

Extensive experiments and modeling of adatoms using scanning tunneling microscopy (often in ultrahigh vacuum at cryogenic temperatures) have shown typical 0\(\lambda\) ~ 1 eV adatom formation energies (for coadsorbed metals), as well as ~ 1 eV surface diffusion barriers (23–27), both key energy scales in catalysis. However, how these change with molecule-metal interactions or with light and how they link to picocavity formation in metal nanogaps are not understood (28). This is exacerbated by the challenge of unifying quantum molecular modeling with classical electromagnetism on these atomic length scales (29).

RESULTS

Plasmonic nanocavity assembly

To confine the light sufficiently tightly, we construct nanocavities from nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM) plasmonic gaps (Fig. 1A) that can incorporate a wide range of molecules. A self-assembled monolayer (SAM) is immobilized onto planar gold ‘mirror’ substrates with gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and then drop-cast on top. We focus on monolayers of biphenyl-4-thiol (BPT; purple in Fig. 1), 4-mercaptobenzonitrile (MBN; brown), and 4-mercaptopypyridine (MPy; cyan) sandwiched inside the gaps but emphasize that most molecules give similar results (others in fig. S1) (19, 20). The dipolar coupling between the nanoparticle and its image charges in the mirror creates a strong electromagnetic field tightly confined in the nanoscale hotspot between the facets (Fig. 1A, inset), enhancing Raman scattering by \(>10^9\). The properties of the monolayer can be characterized by dark-field scattering spectra of the NPoMs giving their nanocavity resonant wavelengths (\(\lambda_0\)) (Fig. S2) (31). Irradiating NPoMs with a laser at 633 nm gives efficiently outcoupled SERS spectra suited for...
rapid spectral acquisition at subsecond rates with powers down to 1 μW, without substantially heating them (see Materials and Methods). At low powers, no picocavities are observed (Fig. 1B).

**Adatom movement**

In SERS time series (Figs. 2, A to C, and 1B), persistent lines with constant intensity originate from the few hundred molecules located within the nanocavity hotspot (black spectra in Fig. 2, D to F) (28). Their identity is confirmed by comparison with density functional theory (DFT) calculations (Fig. 2, G to I; see Materials and Methods). Upon strong enough illumination, two types of atomic surface reconstructions are seen to occur at the surrounding metal facets. In the first type, picocavities (19, 21, 22) arise from single Au(0) atoms pulled out of the gold surface (Fig. 1, C to E). Threefold larger field enhancements at the protruding adatom (compared to the nanocavity) give strong enough SERS (∝3^4 ~80) to see a single molecule nearby (red, Fig. 2, D to F) above that of all other hotspot molecules together. Picocavity spectra show intense new vibrational modes that vary in both intensity and frequency through fluctuations in the single adatom-molecule coordination bond that is shown to form (21), as seen in DFT simulations (fig. S3) (21) [the vibrational energy fluctuations evidence single molecules, vibrations downshift as coordination bonds capture electron density (32), and selection rules break in the high field gradients]. While, very occasionally, two molecules appear with correlated vibrational fluctuations, almost always, only a single picocavity molecule is observed, hence the conclusion that only single Au adatoms are involved for each. Experiments using different laser wavelengths show that these picocavities are predominantly located away from the facet edges (33), near the facet center where the optical fields are strongest (Fig. 1A, inset).

In the second type, ‘flares’ (30) arise from a region of the facet behaving differently from the bulk material. Their origin has been suggested as enhanced optical field penetration into the metal in these patches, increasing the electronic Raman scattering (ERS) (30); however, alternative explanations remain possible (34). These intense flares have broad spectra (blue, Fig. 2, D to F) that are different each time, but independent of molecule species. The lifetimes of picocavities and flares (T_{p,f}, respectively; Fig. 2A) can be measured once formed, while statistics of their formation times (τ_{p,f}) after the start of irradiation (or their average number per unit time) give their excitation rates (Fig. 3).

**Effect of light, molecule type, and temperature**

**Formation rates**

To understand the opto-molecular–induced effects on picocavities and flares, thousands of time series of SERS spectra are recorded by running automated measurements using NPoM tracking software (35), with power-series laser irradiation from 2 to 200 μW on many different NPoMs across each sample (Fig. 3). This enables conclusions to be drawn without depending on the specific nanoparticle (near-spherical) shape and facet. Within a time series, the spectral dissimilarity metric of their Euclidean distance (36) and a supervised machine learning model (fig. S5) are used to discern picocavities and flares. This analysis generates statistics (table S1 to S4) that identify formation and decay rates. Exponential probability distributions are seen in all cases (Fig. 3, A and B), suggesting that a single formation process is likely responsible (notes S3 and S4).
The formation rate of picocavities ($P_p$; Fig. 3C) initially rises slowly with laser intensity ($I$), increasing rapidly above an intensity threshold, before saturating at $P_{0p}$. This is seen across all molecules measured [at $T = 300$ K, and for BPT, at 10 K (19); tables S1 and S3]. The critical intensity threshold $I_c$ taken as $P_p(I_c) = e^{-1}P_{0p}$ is found at $I_c = 97, 51,$ and $5.5 \mu W \mu m^{-2}$ for BPT, MBN, and MPy, respectively, at 300 K. At 10 K, however, it is $260 \mu W \mu m^{-2}$ for BPT, nearly threefold larger, showing how much harder it is to create picocavities at lower temperature. Similar BPT thresholds are found with 60-nm NPs (fig. S7).

Besides this 50-fold variation in critical intensities, the saturation rate $P_{0p}$ also depends on molecule type (Fig. 3C, ◇, and table S2). These observations reinforce that optical heating cannot explain the results, since the tripling of creation rate from ambient $T = 10$ to 300 K does not correspond to the 12,000 K required to exceed $U_f$.

The formation rate of flares ($P_f$; Fig. 3D) is similarly extracted (note S3) and gives very similar $I_c$ with $P_l \approx P_p$, indicating that irradiation plays a similar role in both processes. We note that flare creation rates also depend on the molecule species (although the flare spectral shape does not), emphasizing formation from the same light-molecule-metal interaction. All these molecules have the same thiol attachment to the lower Au mirror, suggesting that the molecular-dependent effects here arise from the apex of the molecules.

**Decay rates**

Picocavity decay rates ($R_p$; Fig. 3D) are similarly extracted (note S3) and gives very similar $I_c$ with $P_l \approx P_p$, indicating that irradiation plays a similar role in both processes. We note that flare creation rates also depend on the molecule species (although the flare spectral shape does not), emphasizing formation from the same light-molecule-metal interaction. All these molecules have the same thiol attachment to the lower Au mirror, suggesting that the molecular-dependent effects here arise from the apex of the molecules.

**Decay rates**

Picocavity decay rates ($R_p$; Fig. 3D) are similarly extracted (note S3) and gives very similar $I_c$ with $P_l \approx P_p$, indicating that irradiation plays a similar role in both processes. We note that flare creation rates also depend on the molecule species (although the flare spectral shape does not), emphasizing formation from the same light-molecule-metal interaction. All these molecules have the same thiol attachment to the lower Au mirror, suggesting that the molecular-dependent effects here arise from the apex of the molecules.

A clear double-exponential distribution is seen, showing that picocavities divide into two types (Fig. 3F), fast and slow (~5-fold longer-lived). The longest characteristic lifetimes of 180 s are observed for MPy, despite it has the lowest intensity threshold. Threefold more fast-decaying than slow-decaying picocavities (Fig. 3F, marker size) is perhaps related to their metastable configurations (molecule-metal transient coordination bonds, as discussed below) (21).

Previously published molecule-adatom interactions forming these coordination bonds (32) resolve the effect of their conformation on single-molecule SERS spectra (figs. S9 and S10 and table S5). The carefully calculated DFT Morse potentials (fig. S11) give free energies of binding $U^0_b \gg k_BT$ (table S6), accounting for their room temperature stability. The slow decay rates are found to be light-activated in a similar way to their creation rates. Decay rates are higher in BPT than in MBN or MPy (again just as for picocavity creation rates), confirming the lower stability of picocavities in BPT as well as the greater difficulty of creating them (Fig. 3E).

Flare decay rates ($R_f$; Fig. 3G) are similarly calculated (fig. S8 and table S4), again divided into fast and slow types, the latter being ~3-fold rarer and ~8-fold longer-lived for BPT, similar to picocavities (few flares for MBN or MPy make fast decay rates hard to quantify). For all molecules, the decay rate of flares is ~10-fold higher than that of picocavities, showing that picocavities are more stable.
DISCUSSION

Picocavities are not seen initially or at the lowest powers (Fig. 1B), which implies that Au(ad) adatoms do not exist on the nanoparticle facets before illumination (which suggests that the strong van der Waals attraction anneals the metal facets completely flat). To understand how light induces Au atom motion, our results point to the influence of molecule type and temperature. The critical intensity required to abstract Au adatoms, nor is such heating observed in the subsequent relaxation $U_b(I)$ is then larger, which implies that adatom decay should not be seen while the light is on. In direct contrast, our observed decay rates match the creation rates (Fig. 3); hence, conventional optical forces cannot be responsible.

Other models considered include hot Au atom excitation (analogous to hot electrons; fig. S23), in which a plasmon gives its entire energy to kick a Au atom over the barrier $U_b$. However, this should not be temperature or molecule dependent (note S10). We also confirm
that quantum tunneling of the Au atom through this barrier has implausibly low probability.

**Light-activated molecule-metal energy barrier reduction (model 2)**

For Eq. 1 to match the creation rates observed, the barrier height must reduce with increasing laser intensities. We thus introduce a tentative model to explain how this can occur. We first note that the closest molecule to the adatom influences the locally dressed permittivity in the picocavity field via its effective polarizability \( \alpha \) rather than behaving as a uniform dielectric. With the laser on, the adatom acts as an optical dipole [as evidenced in (15)], producing field \( \mathcal{E}_t \) at the molecule tip, which polarizes it (Fig. 4C) as \( p_t = \alpha_t(\mathcal{E}_t + \mathcal{E}_{im}) = \alpha_t \mathcal{E}_t + \alpha_t \mathbf{N} \cdot \mathbf{p} / [4 \pi \varepsilon_0 (2\pi)^3] = \alpha \mathcal{E}_t \); where its proximity to the plasmonic metal gives image charges that induce additional field \( \mathcal{E}_{im} \) at the molecule (Fig. S13). Here, \( \alpha_t \) is the tip atom polarizability and \( z \) is the separation of the tip atom of the molecule to the classical edge of the adatom. This drastically enhances the effective \( \alpha \) (in a quasi-static approximation; see note S8)

\[
\frac{\alpha}{\alpha_t} \equiv \zeta \sim \frac{1}{1 - (\kappa / z)^3}
\]

where \( \kappa = (\alpha / \varepsilon_0)^{1/3} \). In a uniform optical field, typical molecular polarizabilities \( \alpha_0 \sim 10 \, \text{Å}^3 \) (benzene) give critical separation \( \kappa \sim 1.8 \, \text{Å} \), but here, the local polarizability can be much higher since the picocavity field is so nonuniform over a single electronic orbital (Fig. 4C), as estimated by DFT below. In this semiclassical model, for \( z < \kappa \), the polarizability becomes infinite, a "polarization catastrophe" thought sufficient to deform/break molecules when close to metals (38). The resulting dipole-dipole (or induced van der Waals) attraction between the picocavity adatom dipole and the induced molecular dipole enhances the force \( F_{\text{p}} - F_{\text{i}} = \alpha / \alpha_0 \) by \( > 10^5 \). The local polarizability at the molecule tip creates opposite charges at the adatom, inducing an attractive optical force (model 2; Fig. 4E). The attracted molecule comes even closer to the nanoparticle facet, reducing the energy barrier for adatom protrusion. The binding enhances as the molecule approaches, until quantum-wave function repulsion impedes it enough to set the equilibrium molecular separation from the facet.

Above the critical intensity, the barrier becomes low enough for thermal excitation to occur, giving observable picocavities. A simple simulation using this model (fig. S22) indeed suggests that the net energy barrier is controlled by light intensity (Fig. 5A). From Eq. 1, we extract \( U(I) \), which decreases with power in experiment (Fig. 5D), giving critical intensity at \( U(I_c) = k_B T \) (dashed line). In this model, both creation and decay of picocavities are similarly light-activated by the barrier reduction (as observed), in contrast to all other models considered. The saturation rate \( P_{\text{sat}} \) (Fig. 3C) is then controlled by the minimum tip atom–to–adatom separation that is quantum mechanically feasible. Irradiation decreases the barrier height as \( \mathcal{E}^2 \), so adatoms are pulled out only in the strongest near-field positions \( \mathcal{E}_g \) within the nanogap, dependent on the precise alignment of the closest molecule to prospective adatoms in the facet, as shown in recent experiments (33).

The influence of different molecules at the metal surface can now be related to the tip atom polarizability from local dipolar excitation, which thus decreases barrier height faster for MPy than for BPT. DFT modeling is performed on each molecule (see Materials and Methods), with the tip atom being C for BPT (approaching from out of plane) and N for MBN and MPy. The alignment of the Au adatom is first determined from the minimum energy conformation with relative

![Fig. 4. Proposed mechanism for light-driven changes in molecule-metal binding. (A to C) Scheme of picocavities, with localization of optical field (red) around an adatom, which attracts the molecule tip. Reaction coordinate \( \xi \) in (C) is the trajectory distance of the adatom from the initial site in facet of (B), \( z \) is the distance from the tip atom (radius \( a \)) to the edge of the Au adatom, and \( p \) is the dipole induced by gap optical field \( \mathcal{E}_g \). Producing picocavity field \( \mathcal{E}_t \). (D) Model 1: Optical forces in picocavity field gradient tilt the potential when the laser is on (solid) versus off (dashed). \( U_J^{\text{on}} \) is the barrier for adatom formation when the laser is off, and \( U_{J0}(I) \) are barriers for adatom formation and decay at laser intensity \( I \). (E) Model 2: Simulated energy for picocavities when molecule tip–adatom separation \( z \) decreases by light (solid) versus without molecule (dashed), showing reduced barrier height.](https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abp9285)
The optical excitation is then treated as a dipole of strength $p$ at the Au adatom (Fig. 5, B and E). As the dipole approaches the molecular tip, the induced attractive optical force pulls electrons toward the frontier orbital of the molecular tip atom, changing the charge distribution around it (fig. S17). The resulting induced charge $q$ at the molecular tip atom is mapped versus the relative position of the Au adatom (Fig. 5, C, F, and I). To extract $\alpha_t$, $q$ is then multiplied by $\cos^2\theta$ (accounting for the orientation of optical field and projection of vector polarizability; note S8) to generate the component of polarizability in the vertical direction ($q/p$, Fig. 5G). At theoretical equilibrium separations of $z \sim 2.2$ Å (dashed, similar for all these molecules in DFT; also see fig. S11), the induced charge is ~20-fold larger for MPy than for BPT. This is consistent with the ratio of threshold intensities for picocavity formation, as $I_c$ is ~20-fold smaller for MPy than for BPT (Fig. 5H). All the light-induced barriers $U_f(\alpha I)$ collapse onto a universal curve (fig. S21), well fit by $U_f(I) = U^0_f / (I/I_c + 1)$ (giving Fig. 3C, solid lines), where $I_c = I_c U^0_f / k_B T$.

Optical effects at molecular-metal interfaces are thus drastically different from uniform dielectrics. To treat them fully consistently, we await quantum mechanical solutions for the local optical polarizability at molecules and atomistically modeled metals including treatment of image charges in continuum electromagnetics. However, here we outlined and evidenced the concept of local polarizability at the molecule tip, which controls the energetic landscape (note S9). While the dynamic behavior of metal-molecule nanojunctions previously implicated molecular properties (39, 40), here we demonstrate that it is molecular coordination with adatoms that is important.
We also note that our model explains why picocavity decay rates match creation rates, since the light similarly reduces the barrier for adatoms dropping back into the facet. The similar dependence of rates for picocavities and flakes also suggests that in flakes, many atoms are polarized in parallel by the light.

Our suggested “optical plucking” (model 2) also leaves issues to be resolved. Previous experiments (21, 30) imply that picocavities can form at the bottom gold mirror. The same mechanism is thus likely at work, inducing polarizabilities of the Au-thiol bond but has higher $I_c$. Although thiols themselves can pull out single gold atoms from the surface, such “staples” (41) are present as Au$^{(0)}$, which is not metallic and does not give picocavity field enhancement. While additional lattice strain might form Au$^{(0)}$, picocavities are not seen before prolonged exposure to light (Fig. 1B), and the thiol would not be affected by the molecular tip (since S-Au binding is little affected by molecule type). Another issue is the possible relaxation of the remaining atoms surrounding the pit when the adatom is pulled out, leading to metastable configurations. Steric considerations must also be important, since the Au adatom is evidently able to move into the space within the dense SAM.

These experiments demonstrate that light-driven attraction between metal and molecules can promote adatoms and stabilize them for many minutes under ambient conditions. Examining possible mechanisms identifies one that accounts for all observations and is supported by DFT calculations of the local polarizability of the molecule tip closest to the Au. Our findings are not limited to optical irradiation, since applying voltage or injection of electron beams (31) can also induce adatom formation, offering scope for further study. We also observe that adatom formation rates vary on different facets (note S9), opening up complementary future directions to systematically resolve the effects of facet surface structure on picocavity formation, which are of interest in supramolecular chemistry and nanoparticle synthesis.

Our observations apply to many systems, from optically irradiated molecular electronics and photocatalysis to semiconductor-metal optoelectronic devices. In all cases, interactions between a polarizable atom and a metallic atom can create extremely powerful optical forces capable of rearranging the material interface. Detailed observations here come from using precise plasmonic constructs that efficiently and reproducibly trap light as well as providing the sensitivity to quantify what structural changes are occurring. While such plasmonic nanogaps are ideal model systems, similar optical confinement is found in many granular metal photocatalysts or at the sharp asperities of individual nanoparticles, implying that optical restructuring of surfaces is widespread. The model that emerges provides intuition for using light-molecule-metal systems to control single-atom optical switches, photocatalysis, photovoltaics, and sensing. However, this work should also provide strong encouragement to develop new theories capable of combining electromagnetism with quantum mechanics.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Experimental design**

**Sample preparation**

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received, unless stated otherwise. Atomically smooth gold substrates were fabricated by template-stripping methods (19, 21). SAMs of BPT, MBN (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and MPy were formed by immersing the substrates in anhydrous ethanol solution, at concentrations of 1, 2, and 2 mM, respectively, for 16 hours. The substrates were rinsed with ethanol and dried with nitrogen. Standard AuNPs in citrate buffer were purchased from BBI Solutions (42) with reported morphology (43). AuNPs were deposited by drop-casting either 80 nm AuNP solution onto BPT samples for 60 s, or 60 nm AuNP solution mixed with 40 mM NaNO$_3$ onto MBN and MPy samples for 20 s. These AuNP sizes are chosen because of their stronger optical response ($\propto D^2$) and high stability. Measuring anti-Stokes–to–Stokes ratios proves that optical heating in our system is below 10 K here so the gold remains at near room temperature ($T < 50 \text{^\circ} \text{C}$) and no melting occurs (melting point for these NPs, ~1000 $\text{^\circ} \text{C}$), as plasmons do not directly heat the molecules (19) and induced optical heating is negligible (44). The samples were rinsed with deionized water and dried. No SERS signatures of citrate are ever seen from the NPoMs, as expected from the larger binding affinity of thiols that displace them.

**SERS measurements**

All spectra were recorded on a modified Olympus BX51 microscope coupled to a Raman spectrometer. A Prior Scientific motorized stage was used to move the sample. Dark-field images were recorded using a Lumenera Infinity2 charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. A 632.8-nm single-frequency diode laser was used as the excitation source. Intensities were derived from the laser power on the sample measured using a Thorlabs PM16-121 power meter. For room temperature measurements, the laser was focused on a diffraction-limited spot of diameter $\sim 1 \mu$m. Integration times used for BPT, MBN, and MPy were 0.2, 1, and 1 s, respectively. Excitation and collection were performed using a dichroic beamsplitter and an Olympus MPLFLN100XBD NA 0.9 objective. Elastically scattered laser light was removed using two Thorlabs NF633-25 notch filters. Scattered light was imaged onto an Andor Newton EMCCD coupled to a HORIBA Triax 320 spectrometer. For low-temperature measurements, the laser was focused on a $\sim 2-\mu$m-diameter spot, and an integration time of 3 s was used. An Oxford Instruments Microstat HiRes cryostat, an Olympus LMPLFLN100XBD NA 0.8 objective, and two Semrock NF03-633E-25 single-notch filters were used. Scattered light was imaged on an Andor Newton EMCCD coupled to an Andor Shamrock 303i spectrometer.

**DFT calculations**

Molecules were modeled with thiol groups bound to single gold atoms for nanocavity systems (Fig. 2) and to two gold atoms for picocavity systems (fig. S3) to ensure an even number of electrons. Adatoms were modeled as single gold atoms attached to the molecules. Compared with DFT of molecules bound to large gold layers, DFT from binding to one or two gold atoms matches the experimental SERS well (21, 45) at much lower computational cost. Gas-phase geometry optimizations, frequency calculations, and calculations for changes in electron density (Fig. 5) were carried out with no symmetry restrictions. Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction with Becke-Johnson damping GD3BJ (46) was used with the B3LYP hybrid functional and the def2TZVP basis set. The ultrafine integration grid was used to enhance the accuracy of calculations. To match the experiment, computational spectra were scaled by a factor of 0.97. The external electric field was modeled in the computations via $+0.1 \text{ e}$ and $-0.1 \text{ e}$ point charges, forming a dipole at grid points near the N atoms (MPy and MBN) or the C atom (BPT) of the molecule. The distance between the point charges is 0.1 Å in all calculations, and the dipole vector points toward the N or C atoms. Changes in electron density were calculated with respect to the unperturbed system. All DFT calculations were carried out with the Gaussian09 Revision E (47).
Statistical analysis
Sample sizes (n) are indicated in the captions of Fig. 3 and fig. S7. Formation rates (P, in second\(^{-1}\)) are calculated from the fraction of empty time series where picocavities or flares are not observed (P\(_{\text{empt}}\)), with details in note S3. Decay rates were extracted by modeling the lifetime (T, in seconds) of each transient event with a biexponential probability density function, with fractions of fast and slow events as detailed in note S4. The statistical results are summarized in tables S1 to S3 and plotted in Fig. 3.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://sciedv.doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.abbp9285
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